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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Odicoat Fabric Coating
da: Odif

Modello: ACCODIF-17-435250

ODIF OdiCoat Gel turns ordinary cotton fabric
(even jeans and other fabrics) into a coated fabric!
OdiCoat Gel is therefore ideal for making bags,
purses, pencil cases, backpacks, aprons, placemats
and more. 
OdiCoat Gel gives fabrics the properties of waxed
canvas. It protects fabrics from UV rays and
pollution. OdiCoat Gel is simply to apply, with a
brush or the included Odi-Clette. For best results, it
is recommended to apply Odicoat Gel a second
time after a short drying time. After drying, the
fabric can be cut and sewn. Thanks to the coating,
it is now easy to maintain and can be cleaned with
a damp cloth or sponge and washed at 30°C on a
gentle cycle. Iron inside out. 250 ml is enough to
coat about 2.5mq of fabric. 
Important: Because fabrics may react differently, it
is always advisable to run a test on a small piece of
fabric first. 
250 ml.

Price: € 18.30 (incl. VAT)
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Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Grippy Non-Slip-Spray
da: Odif

Modello: ACCODIF-17-438150

Slightly sticking spray adhesive to give the treated
surface a non-slip coating. Ideal for patchwork rulers,
stencils, carpets, hangers, etc. Application: Shake well
and then spray evenly from a distance of 20cm. After
one minute, the spray is dried and is then
transparent. If the desired anti-slip effect is not
sufficient, you can easily apply a second coat. ODIF
DK5 can be used to remove the spray adhesive. You
should always try to use Grippy for your intended use
before using it. 
150ml (5,07 fl oz)

Price: € 9.00 (incl. VAT)
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